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OST engagements involve a little
bit of stress as couples navigate
wedding logistics, but for couples
married in 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic
threw a huge wrench into their plans. Mara
(née Stolee) and David “Dav” Cable were
in the midst of planning a large wedding
for August 2020 when the lockdowns went
into place in Minnesota. The couple knew
as early as April that their wedding was not
likely to go forward as planned.
“We talked about it once, like very early
on, when we didn’t even really know how
real this thing was or wasn’t,” David said.
“We were like, ‘Yeah, we’ll still get married.
Why not?’ But what exactly that meant
kept changing. It was like, ‘Are people
going to be able to fly in? Is any of my
family going to be able to be there?’ That
was super hard.”
The wedding team at The Basilica has
been navigating conversations like this with
couples since March, 2020. Some couples
have chosen to postpone indefinitely, while
others have decided to hold smaller celebrations with a vow renewal and reception at a
later date.
“We do a lot of weddings every year, and
we are blessed to have couples dedicated to
celebrating the sacrament, not just getting
married,” said Travis Salisbury, Coordinator
of Liturgical Celebrations. “Because of this,
while tensions and anxieties were high, we
were able to have real and solid conversations with our couples to help them discern
what would be the best decision for them.”

PREPARING FOR MARRIAGE IN A PANDEMIC
The pandemic has changed not just
what the wedding day looks like but what
all the preparation beforehand looks like,
too. Marriage preparation at the Basilica
includes a welcome meeting, completion of
the Prepare/Enrich couples inventory and
workshop, a retreat with former marriage
ministry coordinator Nancy Keller and her
husband Ron, and a wedding planning
workshop with the liturgy team.
Ben Caduff, who coordinates marriage
preparation for The Basilica, said that
couples and workshop facilitators were
very flexible in pivoting to virtual marriage
preparation. “I think the benefit of remote
meetings is that couples that are out of
town because of work, school, etc. can
participate much easier than before,” Ben
said. “We have been able to adjust, and
again most couples have been very patient
and flexible with us.”
Mara and David were able to testify
to how beneficial they found the Zoom
versions of these marriage workshops. At
the beginning of their engagement, David
was living in San Francisco, which made it
challenging to attend in-person workshops.
The pandemic prompted him to move to
Minneapolis to join Mara sooner, and the
virtual workshops were easier to coordinate
in the couple’s busy schedule.
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“The pandemic made a lot of things
harder for a lot of people, but for us, the
pandemic is the reason we started living in
the same part of the country,” David said.
“It made everything about our lives way
easier, because we were in the same place
and could schedule things like marriage
prep which before was a huge headache.”

WEDDING DAY SAFETY
Safety is a top priority for all liturgical
celebrations at the Basilica, and weddings
are no different. The liturgical team for
weddings, which consists of Travis Salisbury,
Megan Hume, and Janet Grove, made great
efforts to create plans that keep all the
guests and staff safe. The biggest changes,
according to Janet, are mandatory mask
wearing, a seating chart, and check-in for
the wedding guests.
Mara, for one, loved the assigned
seating. “Our guests had assigned seats,
and it was really cute,” she said. “They
were labeled with a giant Post-It note of
your name on your seat, and it was just
really well coordinated.”
Another obvious difference is the limit
on how many guests a couple can invite
to their wedding. The Basilica has limited
the number of guests to ensure that social
distancing can be maintained in the nave.
Safety precautions, including guest list limits,

are continuously revised to comply with the
Minnesota Department of Health guidelines.
The Cables limited their guest list to about
30 people, which amounted to immediate
family and their bridal party. What could
have been seen as a downside was really a
blessing, according to the couple.
“Everyone talks about how your wedding
is like a blur because you have so many
people you have to talk to,” Mara said.
“There wasn’t as much running around or
stress involved because it was smaller.”
“It was awesome. I’ve been recommending
to everyone, like, this is the way we should
do weddings,” David added. “We got to
spend so much more time with the people
who were most important to us than I
think we would have at a typical wedding,
where you kind of have to make the rounds
to see everyone.”
The Basilica has begun offering live
streaming to give couples a way to include
friends and family who aren’t able to
attend in person. A recent wedding had
over 13 countries represented on their live
stream, according to Travis. Full disclosure:
Mara and Dav are friends of mine, and
I attended their August nuptials via live
stream. My husband and I were so happy
to have the opportunity to see our friends
get married and toast them from afar, and
we were both really impressed with how
flawlessly everything was executed.

No matter how weddings are
celebrated, the most important part
is what comes after. One silver lining
of the pandemic has been how much
time couples — married, engaged or
dating — have gotten to spend with
one another.
“I think the pandemic has opened
up a lot of opportunities for all couples,
married and engaged, to take a good
look at their relationship,” Ben said.
“Couples are often spending much
more time together than they might
in our normal times of work, activities
with children, etc. If a couple struggles
with communication, this has given
them a chance to work on those
relationship building skills.”
For the Cables, this extra time
together has been nothing short of
a blessing, despite any challenges
related to wedding planning. The
couple plans on celebrating a vow
renewal at The Basilica in August
2021 with all the friends and family
who they had originally invited to
their wedding.
“Part of what I was so excited
about for our wedding was sharing
The Basilica with all of the people in
our life who don’t know it and who
are coming from far away. So even
if we’re doing the modified renewal
of vows next summer, we still needed
to be at The Basilica,” Mara said.
“People will enjoy our open bar, but
I also want them to enjoy this sacred
space and be a part of our marriage
in that way, too.” 9
Rachel Newman Hogness is the editor of
BASILICA magazine and a parishioner
since 2017.
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